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Abstract

During the last two years on ASDFEX Upgrade the physics base for ITER operation was significantly extended
in both the foreseen standard H-mode scenario as well as the stationary improved H-mode scenario with
enhanced performance. For anomalous transport (energy, particles, toroidal momentum) a multi-faceted picture
of mode dominance in different plasma parameter regimes of ITG, TEM and ETG turbulence is evolving based
on detailed measurements including fluctuation reflectometry and gyrokinetic calculations. Similar structures
were found for natural and pellet induced, mitigated type I ELMs. They develop to outward drifting helical
filaments which are seen as footprints on structures. New insights were gained on the interaction of energetic
particles (driven by NBI and ICRH) with large scale instabilities (TAEs, NTMs, ELMs) based on new diagnostic
and theoretical tools. The unexpected broadening of NBI driven currents beyond a certain heating power can be
explained by a fast particle diffusion driven by small-scale turbulence. The active control of MHD instabilities
(sawteeth, NTMs) concentrates on ECCD as proposed for ITER. NTMs were completely stabilized with very
localized deposition of dc ECCD in improved H-modes, while for the deposition widths larger than the marginal
island size as in ITER modulated injection phased with the island O-point was demonstrated to be advantageous.
The tungsten coverage of the vessel interior was further extended up to 85%, where the highest erosion occurs at
the LFS poloidal limiters, where it is dominated by ICRF accelerated impurities and fast particles from NBI. The
W concentration can be kept acceptable low by ELM pace-making (pellets) and by tailored central heating. The
stationary improved H-mode extends ITER operation beyond its standard H-mode performance for confinement
and beta. Based on ASDEX Upgrade kinetic profiles it promises either a fusion performance up to ignition at full
current or long pulses of up to 1 hr at reduced current (hybrid scenario). This operation mode extends well into
the ITER dimensionless parameter range. Besides the development of discharge scenarios, the influence of the
edge pedestal on confinement and of the flat central q profile on MHD and confinement was documented.

1. Introduction
The ASDEX Upgrade (AUG) device is a medium size divertor tokamak (R=1.65 m, a=0.5 m)
with an ITER-like configuration, high shaping capability (single null and double-null divertor,
elongation up to 1.8, triangularity d up to 0.5) and a versatile heating system. This consists of
NBI (10 MW at 60 keV, 10 MW at 93 keV including 5 MW tangential off-axis deposition),
ICRH with reliable operation up to 6 MW and type I ELM-compatibility using 3 db-couplers,
and a 140 GHz ECRH (installed power 2 MW).
The programme of ASDEX Upgrade continues to strongly support ITER [1] and is conducted
in close collaboration with our EU partners. During the last two years the physics base for
ITER operation was significantly extended in both the foreseen standard scenario (transport,
control of MHD modes, disruption mitigation, fast particle physics, full covered tungsten wall
and divertors) as well as attractive scenarii with improved performance (improved H-mode,
non-inductive current drive). Moreover, physics issues with impact beyond ITER, i.e. for
future power plants such as DEMO, are already identified and addressed. This is accompanied
by development of the relevant technologies in diagnostics, heating and current drive, but also
control systems.
A technical highlight in 2005 was the successful commissioning of a new integrated control
and data acquisition system that is specially adapted to ITER needs with its machineindependent design, its integrated protection functions and the large number of real-time
diagnostics and control functions [2]. This extreme flexible system responds to specific
plasma states and allows to achieve the goal of the experiment or to switch to alternative less
ambitious or safe discharge scenario during a pulse. It is now in routine use at ASDEX
Upgrade [3]. Presently the ECRH system is enhanced to 4 MW /10 s pulse length at
frequencies between 105 and 140 GHz and with poloidally steerable launchers for controlled
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deposition during shots [4]. The comprehensive diagnostic system and its extensions are
adressed in the paper.
In this overview, the recent progress is highlighted including the conclusions for ITER.
Special emphasis is put on the high-Z wall programme with 85% tungsten coverage in AUG
and the integrated improved H-mode scenario [5] with performance well beyond the ITER
baseline scenario.
2. Core transport, turbulence theory and turbulence measurements
Understanding of anomalous transport is increasing comparing the observed response of
different transport channels on varying electron and ion heat fluxes and predictions based on
theory of core plasma turbulence [6]. Turbulent transport shows a multi-faceted picture of
mode dominance of ion temperature gradient (ITG), trapped electron mode (TEM) and
electron temperature gradient (ETG) turbulence in different plasma parameter regimes.
For purely electron heated plasmas the existence of a threshold in the normalized logarithmic
temperature gradient R/LTe≈3 was established when the electron heat flux tends to zero [7].
Now the explicit evidence of this threshold is provided by transitions from below to above the
threshold at low ohmic heating power (Ip=400 kA).[8].Combinations of on- and off-axis
ECRH were used, while keeping the total electron heat power constant. Linear calculations
with GS2 found a dominating TEM turbulence and the same heat flux dependence upon
R/LTe. [9]. The results are presented in Fig. 1 together with results from empirical transport
modelling and GS2. This power balance result was confirmed by simultaneous heat pulse
propagation analysis. The jump like increase of both χeamp and χephase around the threshold is
an consistent evidence of the transition through the threshold.

Figure 1. TEM threshold. Left: electron heat flux versus R/LTe, experimental data, simulations with
empirical model and growth rate of the TEM.
Right plot: χeamp and χephase versus R/LTe, experimental and modelling data.

The observed flattening of the density profile with increasing collisionality on AUG [10], JET
and TCV [11] is roughly consistent with a transition from dominant TEM to dominant ITG
turbulence [12]. This explanation is based on predictions of the gyrofluid model GLF23, but
is in some disagreement with nonlinear gyrokinetic GS2 code reults [13]. The stabilization of
the TEM due to collisions and the transition to ITG turbulence [14] has been demonstrated by
heat pulse studies with increasing density. This is a combined effect of the increasing
collisionality and the decrease of Te/Ti. [8]. This transition from TEM to ITG dominance with
increasing collisionality is observed also in the particle transport behaviour [15,16].
The strong link between ion heat and momentum transport in AUG was experimentally found
[18]. Asuming diffusive laws for Ti and vΦ. a strong correlation between χΦ and χi-χi,neo was
quantified by power balance analysis using the ASTRA code. The ratio χΦ /(χi-χi,neo)
decreases from 1.2 to 0.7 across the radius. These experimental results are in promising
agreement with recent estimates from linear gyrokinetic calculations for ITG instabilities [19].
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In contrast to neoclassical transport leading to impurity accumulation driven by background
density gradient (increasing with Z) [20], turbulent transport involves no strong central
impurity accumulation [14,21]. Under experimental conditions an outward pinch exists (ITG
turbulence), which can explain the suppression of high-Z impurity accumulation by applying
central auxiliary heating (see Sect. 7) [22,23]. This should also maintain for ITER with central
α-heating.
Microinstabilities are affected by the radial gradient of the ExB velocity responsible for the
shear flow stabilization. Er profiles, its radial shear and its fluctuations are directly measured
by Doppler reflectometry using correlation technique and the results are compared to plasma
turbulence [24,25,26]. In the plasma edge the notably robust Er radial profile shows a narrow
negative well coinciding with the steep pedestal pressure gradient whose depth scales with the
plasma confinement: from typically -5kV/m in ohmic & L-mode conditions to -30 kV/m in Hmodes, to over -50 kV/m in improved H-modes [26]. The core Er in ohmic discharges
reverses from positive to negative together with a transition in the dominant turbulence from
TEM to ITG when the collisionality increases [16].
3. Edge transport barrier physics and ELMs
Type I ELMs release a substantial amount of particles and energy to first wall and divertor.
They remain a major problem for the target lifetime in ITER [28]. Based on the global
characteristics and detailed parameter studies found on AUG empirical scalings have been
deduced as well as extrapolations towards ITER [29,30]. Concerning the ELM energy losses
and the ELM loss power fractions those are comparable in improved and standard H-modes
[31]. Regimes with small, high-frequency ELMs, similar to grassy ELMs at high poloidal β in
JT-60U, were obtained in AUG in configurations near double null [30]. This grassy ELM
regime, which occurs at high edge safety factor and medium edge collisionality, was
compared to the type II regime [32,33] obtained with strong shaping and also near double null
[30].
On AUG we have developed active tools for ELM mitigation, where the ELM pacing by
quasi-continuous cryogenic hydrogen pellet injection is the most promising one [34,35]. In
fact, this method is routinely applied as for instance in radiative edge discharge scenarios with
noble gas injection to enforce regular ELMs (see Sect. 7) [36]. The structure and dynamics of
natural and pellet induced ELMs, as well as the related wall effects are compared in [37,38].
This is based on an extensive set of fast edge diagnostics, as fixed arrays of magnetic and
Langmuir probes [39], a reciprocating Langmuir probe, 2d Thomson scattering snapshots
[40], reflectometry, thermography [41,42] and video cameras [43]. The event sequence and
the physical mechanisms during different ELM cycles are similar. Initially weakly correlated,
magnetic field-aligned, attached helical structures start in the pedestal with a broad spectrum
of medium (n≤8) effective toroidal mode numbers. Those develop to fully detached,
approximately electrostatic, outward drifting filaments in the scrape-off layer wing with n≈824. These filaments are seen as footprints on the LFS limiters [42,44]. and on the divertor
targets [41] as non-axisymmetric spiral structures by thermography. The triggered ELMs are
released once the pellet has penetrated up to the pedestal top. The basic signatures of induced
ELMs are rather similar to those of spontaneous ones as is the ELM affected plasma area. The
comparison with theoretical ELM models , e.g. [45], is still going on.
4. Fast particles: losses by MHD modes and redistribution by turbulence
In view of ITER, we extended our efforts to study the interaction of fast particles with large
scale magnetic perturbations and small-scale turbulence which impacts heating and current
drive efficiency and wall loading [46]. The flexible heating system of AUG allows to
decouple the effects of bulk plasma and fast ion population. TAE damping rates, determining
the amplitude of fast-particle excited TAEs and hence the associated losses, showed high
values at JET [47]. The dominating TAE damping mechanism may be explained by an
intersection of the TAE frequency and the continuum Alfvén spectrum at the plasma edge.
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The coherence profile of magnetic and fluctuation reflectometry signals of ICRH excited
TAEs show good agreement with the calculated eigenfunctions using the linear global
gyrokinetic eigenvalue code LIGKA [48] with measured edge densities [46, 49].
New insights have been gained using a new fast ion loss detector (FILD, with a bandwidth of
1 MHz using photomultipliers) for energy and pitch-angle resolved distributions of the lost
particles [50]. For the first time it was possible to identify directly the frequency and phase
correlation of fast ions with TAEs (excited by beam injection or ICRF beat waves) [45,51],
but also for low frequency MHD activity (NTMs, double tearing modes, ELMs). Together
with the modelling of the particle orbits the mechanism of fast particle losses due to these
helical perturbations can be found.
NTMs leading to large islands drive losses to the detector, which are modulated with the
rotating mode and in fixed phase relation (Fig. 3). Fast switching of the beam sources with
different injection angles and energies gives information on the origin of the fast particles and
their loss rate (losses occur within the first 2-3 toroidal orbits). The losses decrease when the
NTM is actively stabilized with ECCD (see
sect. 5). Observed large fast ion losses
caused by magnetic islands correspond to
enhanced heat loads to the limiters.

Fig.3 : NTM (magnetic signals, ~5-20 kHz and
Fig. 4: Response of the fast ion losses to switchharmonics) induces fast particle losses measured on and –off of the NBI source for particles
by fast ion loss detector.
deposited on the low field side

The FILD signal of a double tearing mode event is shown in Fig. 4 NBI particles, ionized at
the low field side outside the separatrix, respond immediately to the NBI switch-off. Coinjected particles deposited inside the separatrix on the LFS reach the detector only after
drifting of the orbits to the outer flux surfaces, which takes about 5 ms. This delay can be
explained by drift orbit calculations due to a region of orbit stochasticity. It is also limited by
the collisional slowing-down of the fast particles.
Current drive experiments on AUG with off-axis beams show beyond a certain power level,
which increases with shape triangularity, a marked broadening of the driven current profile
[36], while the total driven current, as derived from the loop voltage, agrees well with
TRANSP predictions. This shift of the off-axis injected current towards the axis can not be
explained by current diffusion. The parallel electric field (derived from equilibrium
reconstructions with CLISTE using MSE and loop voltage measurements [52]) immediately
responds to a change from on- to off-axis or reverse, but flattens again within 100 ms. MHD
activity and Alfvén waves can be ruled out. Only the current source itself, the fast particles,
can be redistributed on this time scale. This could be modelled in TRANSP by assuming a
diffusive redistribution of the NBI ions with a modest diffusion coefficient of about 0.5 m2s-1.
The correlation with the turbulent thermal heat transport has led to the suspicion, that smallscale turbulence driven by thermal plasma parameter gradients might also act on suprathermal particles. A linear global gyrokinetic turbulence code was developed to include fast
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particle orbits and the effect of background plasma turbulence on the fast particle dynamics.
Indeed, direct numerical simulation of fast test particles in an electrostatic turbulence field
indicate that fast and thermal particle diffusion are similar for reasonable parameters [46]
5. Control of MHD instabilities by ECCD:
The active control of performance limiting sawteeth and NTMs concentrates on ECCD as
control tool with its flexible and localized deposition. In ITER the sawtooth control and
suppression of NTMs is even necessary for the reference scenario [1]. Pioneering work was
done at AUG for NTM stabilisation so far, namely tearing mode stabilisation by dc ECCD
injection into the island (1998) [53]. and detection of FIR-modes leading to self-stabilisation
by coupling to higher modes (2001) [54,55]. The requirements for the ECCD control
emphasize the localization of the ECCD current, i.e. maximum IECCD/d2, where d is the radial
half width of the injected ECCD. Either the equilibrium current profile is changed (sawteeth)
or helical currents are generated within the island of the resistive MHD mode (NTMs) [56].
For the NTM stabilization with very localized ECCD deposition, W/(2d)>>1 (island width
W), dc ECCD is as effective as ECCD modulated in phase with the island O-point. But the
effectiveness of dc ECCD decreases when 2d becomes larger than the island width W and the
stabilization term saturates while the destabilizing bootstrap drive goes like βp/W. Theory
predicts that the stabilizing term can then be enhanced by modulating the ECCD source in
phase with the island O-point, while for X-point modulation the helical current is
destabilizing. The verification of these theoretical predictions and the implications for ITER
are discussed in [56].
The beneficial effect of very localized dc ECCD deposition for NTM control was documented
by changing of the toroidal launching angle Φ which allows via the variation of the deposition
zone the modification of the ECCD width d (Fig 4). Maximizing ηNTM=jECCD/jbs with
jECCD∼IECCD/d at injection angles around Φ=5° allows complete stabilization of both (3,2) and
(2,1) NTMs and a significant increase of the βN range at small deposition widths (W/(2d)>1)
(Fig left). At broader deposition widths with W/(2d)<1 (Φ>15°) only partial stabilization is
achieved with dc ECCD [55]. Fig. 5 summarises stabilization experiments at similar plasma
parameters where the figure of merit, H/H(noECCD), characterizes the confinement increase
due to stabilizing of the (3,2) NTMs (confinement factor H is based on the IPB98(y,2)
scaling). It is lowest for cases where the full ECCD deposition 2d exceeds the island size (left
corner) and increases with stronger localisation of the ECCD current. The normalization to
Te/ne accounts for variations in the current drive efficiency due to varying plasma parameters.

Fig. 4 : Normalized ECCD current density IECCD/d (from TORBEAM calculations) as function of the
toroidal launching angleΦ (black crosses) together with the experimentally achieved normalised
minimal island size Wmin/Wsat of (3/2)-NTM.
Black squares: dc injection, red squares: modulated injection. Full symbol: full stabilisation. Open
symbol: partial stabilisation. The red numbers indicate the phase of the modulated ECCD relative to
the island O-point.
Fig. 5: The relative increase in confinement factor H due to (3,2) NTM stabilisation under a variation
of the ECCD deposition widths. The same data setas in Fig. 4 is used.
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New results from modulated ECCD for a broad deposition with W/(2d)=0.6 (on/off
modulation with 50% duty cycle) are also shown in Fig. 4 and 5. They demonstrate the
advantage of injection close to the O-point (at 17°), whereas X-point modulation (at 154°)
reduces the efficiency below the dc values in agreement with the theoretical picture. With
modulation the average power can be used more efficiently [57].
These experiments with an artificially broadened deposition profile mimic the situation in
ITER, where the deposition width d will be larger than the marginal island size which scales
like the normalised poloidal ion gyroradius. Under these conditions on AUG complete
stabilization cannot be achieved any longer using dc injection at 1.1 MW ECCD. But
modulated injection phased with the rotating island O-point achieves complete stabilization.
This implies important consequences for ITER: The ECCD system should be optimized for
narrow deposition, and the gyrotrons should enable phased injection with the frequency of the
rotating islands. The required power is presently extrapolated using a multi-machine database
[58].
The next steps on AUG concentrate on the on-line determination of mode position as well as
ECCD deposition to steer the ECCD antenna mirrors for deposition control in the framework
of the extension of the ECCD system to 4 MW, 10 s, with variable frequency [59].
6. Disruption mitigation using fast impurity puffs
Besides the localized divertor heat loads with type I ELMs the heat loads as well as the force
loads from disruptions are a concern for ITER and even more for DEMO [1, 28]. In addition
the generation and consequent deposition of runaway electrons has to be avoided. All three
detrimental disruption effects may be considerably reduced by the massive injection of
impurity gas before the thermal quench occurs [60]. Beyond the investigation of the
underlying physics and the development of fast gas valves [61], we routinely use the fast
injection of neon for plasma shut-down since several years [62]. The injection was formerly
triggered by a neural network predicting a disruption based on real-time diagnostics and more
recently by a locked mode magnetic signal, and leads to the onset of a mitigated disruption
within a few milliseconds. Mitigation based on gas injection is advantageous compared with
the earlier applied impurity killer pellets as no cryogenic system is needed for gaseous
impurities and the run-away production is negligible.
The impurity gas should cool the plasma by dilution and radiation before the thermal quench
is caused by MHD instabilities and, for vertically unstable elongated divertor plasmas, should
accelerate the current quench to limit the vertical plasma shift and the connected force. On
AUG the number of injected impurity atoms is close to the plasma inventory, but, as in other
tokamaks [63], most of them do not penetrate deep and before the thermal quench. Cooling
happens due to a radiating cold high density mantle. The force mitigation is robust by a factor
of 2-3 and halo currents as well as currents in the stabilizing loop are equally reduced. The
force reduction is well correlated with a reduced maximum vertical plasma excursion. This is
less due to a significant shorter current quench but caused by a modified vertical displacement
dynamics. As the force reduction increases with the gas amount, a new valve is being
developed with a high gas reservoir under high pressure up to 50 bars.
7. Tungsten as first wall material
High-Z walls will be crucial for future machines in view of sputtering and the tritium trapping
in carbon walls. Especially in DEMO the erosion of low-Z material and the destruction of
graphite under neutron bombardment will be unacceptable [64,65]. The main risk using
tungsten is a strong central radiation loss, and the tungsten concentration has to be kept below
a level of about 10-4. In fact the central peaking of the main ion density can cause inward drift
of high-Z impurities as predicted for neoclassical transport [20,22,23]. These inwards drifts
due to density gradients in the H-mode edge barrier and in the core plasma have to be
compensated.
Since the last IAEA 2004 the coverage of the AUG vessel interior with Tungsten was further
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extended up to 85% (36 m2) with the coating of the poloidal limiters at the low field
sidewhich receive the highest load in the main chamber [66,67]. The complete coverage is
done in the present shut-down, namely the coating of the the lower divertor targets. To
prevent the higher force loads due to eddy currents induced in tungsten compared with
graphite , we have chosen the solution of W coating on graphite. Thin coatings of <5 μm are
used throughout (physical vapour deposition) except for the strike point regions of the lower
divertor targets, where 200 μm coatings by vacuum plasma spray are used.
With increasing tungsten coverage a clear reduction of the carbon concentration was seen,
which is, however, less than proportional to area reduction (Fig. 6a) [68]. Modelling of the C
particle transport and the migration pattern including main chamber recycling can describe the
C evolution. A net carbon source of 1.5 ×1019 atoms/s from the outer divertor has to be
assumed (Fig. 6b). Local flux measurements from the HFS and LFS walls and fast
reciprocating Mach probe measurements support this model. According to it, we should get
rid of carbon in the next campaign with full W coveringand carbon will not be available as
radiator in the divertor. Replacing it by argon seeding and in combination with type-I ELM
pacemaking at sufficiently high frequency a cold divertor regime was already established in
between ELMs (H-factor above 1) [36,69].

Figure 6: a) Long term development of the carbon concentration in the outer core plasma during a
high density standard H-mode phase as measured by CXRS with NBI injector 1(diamonds) and 2
(crosses). The dashed lines indicate the fraction of PFC carbon coverage. b) Modelling of the C
concentration with changing W coating in AUG with and without net C ion influx from the divertor.

The increase of W-coated areas is also reflected in an increase of the W content. However, the
W concentration could be kept in the range or below 10-5 over broad range of discharge
scenarios [66] Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the W concentrations for the last three years.
The large variation of the W concentrations reflects the fact that the W transport is influenced
much more by the plasma conditions than the one of carbon. The control measures taken
include both the reduction of central W impurity accumulation by tailored central heating
with waves (ICRH, ECRH) as well as the control of the impurity flux across the ETB by ELM
pace-making using cryogenic pellet injection. High ELM frequency needed for shielding of
high Z-atoms is anyway required for reduced ELM energy deposition (target lifetime!). The

Figure 7: Distributions of tungsten edge concentration with(red) and without(black) considerable
ICRF heating for the campaign 2006 with tungsten limiters in comparison to two previous campaigns
with graphite limiters. Bars at the right hand side give mean values[67].
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necessary central heating at a level comparable to the envisaged ITER values increases the
turbulence and hence the impurity particle diffusivity, which is connected with the core heat
flux, but is also perceived by reduced hydrogen density peaking. The two colors of the
distributions in Fig. 7 represents two subsets of the data with (red) and without (black)
considerable ICRF heating [67]. Without ICRH the distributions are very similar, while with
ICRF the mean value of the tungsten concentration increased by a factor of 5 in the last
campaign with the W-coating of the LFS limiters (see below). No problems are encountered
with ITER scenarios at high edge densities needed for exhaust. However specific discharge
scenarios, which are orthogonal to the requirements identified for low tungsten erosion and
sufficient core transport, are hampered without boronization, e.g.: high core confinement,
high temperature at plasma edge, low ELM frequency and predominantly off-axis heating.
The last enhancement for the campaign 2006 of the W covering focused on the poloidal
limiters at the low field side. For the tungsten erosion at the these limiters, fast particles from
NBI as well as impurity ions accelerated in the rectified sheath in front of the active ICRF
antennas have been shown to play an important role, while CX neutrals yield only a minor
contribution. Local W-flux measurement on the limiters with high time resolution (even
ELMs can be resolved) allowed detailed conclusions [70].
Fast deuterium ions from the NBI sources are transported to the LFS limiters during the
slowing-down and sputter tungsten there. Experimental results of the tungsten erosion rates
using NBI sources with different injection angles can be modelled with the fast particle load
as derived from Monte-Carlo calculations. Extrapolations to ITER based on calculated birth
profiles of α-particles and beam ions, taking into account the expected ripple, suggest that the
W-erosion by these fast particles should not be critical.
When ICRF is switched on/off, the tungsten influx from the limiters of the ICRF antennas
strongly inceases/decreases on a sub-ms timescale. Compared with NBI the local W influx
densities are up to a factor of 65 higher at the same heating power [70]. The fast temporal
response and the spatial structure rule out a dominant effect from ICRH produced fast plasma
ions, but point to sputtering by impurity ions accelerated at the antenna by sheath rectified Efields. Empirically it was found that 2-strap antennas reduce the W-influx, and the effect of
faraday screen is weak. Fresh boron layers survive only a limited number of discharges at the
LFS limiters [71]. The reduction of W-peaking during central ICRH is still valid, but the
increased W-source overrides the beneficial effect resulting in higher W-concentrations with
ICRH [66]. Consequently central ECRH is the preferential choice.In H-modes with type-I
ELMs, about 70% of the local W-influx at the middle of an ICRF limiter appears during
ELMs independently of the ELM frequency. During the ELM, the mean energy of the ions
hitting the W-surface is increased as indicated by the increased sputtering yield, which is the
predominant contribution to the rise of the tungsten influx [70].
Changes in the total gas balance are not yet detectable, however, the release of short term
retained noble gases in the tungsten coated tiles shows a pronounced increase with respect to
the pure graphite tiles. After He glow-discharge cleaning a large release of the stored He
occurs as was shown by spectroscopic measurements. This effect is confirmed by laboratory
experiments [72]. The frequency and duration of He glow discharges, which were routinely
performed after each discharge, was reduced [73].
8. The Improved H-mode: Operation beyond the ITER baseline scenario
8.1. Performance, physics and projection to ITER
The improved H-mode, discovered at ASDEX Upgrade in 1998 [5], demonstrates the
integration of advanced performance beyond the standard H-mode at improved confinement
(H98(y,2)∼1.1-1.5) and enhanced stability (βN∼2.5-3.5) under stationary conditions even with
respect to current diffusion [5,74,75,76]. Its performance potential is combined with the
robustness of ELMy H-mode operation and contrasts with advanced scenarios based on
internal transport barrier (ITB) discharges with strongly reversed q-profiles. This regime is
the candidate for the ITER hybrid scenario, which aims at reduced plasma current to long
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pulse lengths with dominating a-particle heating (Q≈10) [76,77]. Alternatively, at full plasma
current, the performance can exceed the base line values of H98(y,2)∼1and βN∼2, giving
conditions close to ignition at still extended pulse lengths above 400 s.
To date, the ingredients essential for improved H-mode operation are still investigated as well
as the reason for the observed confinement and stability improvements and the differences
compared to standard H-modes. In contrast to the standard H-mode with q0<1 and the ITB
discharges with reversed q-profile, the q-profiles of the improved H-mode are flat with low
magnetic shear in the centre (q0≥1) avoiding sawteeth. Typically, this q profile is achieved by
early heating with moderate NBI power during the current rise phase to slow down the current
diffusion. This is followed by strong heating in the flattop phase up to high βN, because seed
islands for detrimental (3,2) NTMs are absent without sawteeth. Finally the onset of (2,1)
NTMs limits the β value. The flat q profile is sustained by mild central MHD activity, often
(1,1) fishbones or small NTMs with higher mode numbers m/n≤3/2 [75,76]
8.2. Influence of discharge scenarios on performance
While the ramp-up in AUG was initially done in a high-field-side limiter configuration (19982002), this scheme had to be changed with the tungsten coating to a ramp-up in a divertor
configuration allowing for lower plasma densities and a control of the impurity content. The
limiter ramp-up resulted in general in a central (1,1) fishbone activity [5,78], whereas the
divertor ramp-up mainly shows small (5,4), (4,3) and finally weak (3,2) NTMs [76]. Thereby
the discharges with fishbone activity displayed higher performance values gruber
99.Recently, improved H-modes have also been obtained with “late” additional heating well
in the current flattop which partly show even better performance (higher plasma energy and
H-factor, e.g. H98(y,2) ∼1.5 as compared to 1.2-1.3 for the early-heating scheme).
For a systematic comparison of the two
heating scenarios with
identical
discharge
parameters
(current,
q95, density, shape) the
evolution of the q
profiles from the onset
of the main NBI heating
to
the
equilibrated
current profile phase is
Fig. 8: Variation of q-profiles at the onset of the main heating (left)and
given in Fig. 8. The q
equilibrated current profiles (right) obtained by modification of the
profile for the earlyramp-up phase. Red: early heating q95=4.8, magenta: early heating
heating scheme (in
q95=4.0, blue: late heating q95=4.8, cyan: late heating q95=4.0. For the
divertor configuration)
latter two, dashed lines refer to reproductions.
relaxes within 3 s from
profile with qmin>2 to a
slightly peaked current
density profile exhibiting
during the central q drop
first (4,3) and then (3,2)
NTMs (Fig. 9). The lateheating scheme is only
slightly relaxing with a
very flat q-profile (q0≥1)
at the heating onset
favouring the onset of a
(1,1) fishbone activity
(Fig. 9). In this case both
Fig,9: MHD activity of early-heating (left) and late-heating (right)
q-profile and fishbone
improved H-mode scenarios in divertor configuration.
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activity resemble previous results with the early-heating scheme in a limiter configuration,
and the better confinement are in accordance.
Obviously the current profile and /or the related MHD influence the transport properties. In
terms of the energy confinement it is beneficial if even these weak NTMs can be avoided. In
addition, the linear threshold of the inverse temperature gradient length R/LTi for the onset of
ITG turbulence is proportional to the the magnetic shear normalized to q (s/q=r ∇q/q2). In the
confinement zone the measured s/q and R/LTi values are higher in the late-heating scenario as
are the critical R/LTi values calculated with the linear GS2 code [79]. Also the pedestal
pressure is higher in the late-heating case (see discussion below) [31].
8.3. Confinement and edge-core relation
Stiff temperature profiles limited by drift-wave turbulence are observed in all H-mode
discharges at AUG [80,81]. The corresponding linear relationship between core and edge
temperatures leads to a linear relationship between total stored energy and pedestal pressure
or pedestal energy within variations due to the density profile shape as shown in Fig. 10 [31].
Improved H-modes occur at higher plasma energies and, in accordance, they populate higher
values of H (Fig. 10). More peaked density profiles can occur with improved H-modes (see
pulse 15651) but a clear correlation of confinement enhancement with density peaking is not
found. In addition the usually applied central wave heating against impurity accumulation is
also perceived by reduced hydrogen density peaking compared with former pure NBI heating
cases [75,76]. The density peaking is decreasing with increasing density related to the
Greenwald density.
A contribution to this improved confinement was found by enhanced pedestal pressures of the
H-mode ETB which increase with input power [82,83]. The data base for this contribution is
still limited at present, as dedicated pedestal profile measurements with high resolution are
only available for discharge subsets [30,31]. Mainly the pedestal electron and ion
temperatures increase compared with standard H-modes and contribute to the edge pressure
increase[31]. This is connected with a widening of the Te edge transport barrier, not an
increasing gradient. The rough scaling of both the total plasma energy and the pedestal
pressure increases stronger with input power in improved H-modes on AUG compared with
the IPB H-mode confinement scaling (Wp∼P0.3; τE∼P-0.7) [84].
P

P

Figure 10: Edge-core relation in improved H-mode and type I ELMy H-mode data sets: (a) total MHD
stored energy vs. pedestal electron energy. (b) H98(y,2) vs. density peaking factor, ne,0/ne(ρ =0.9).

8.4. Operational range, beta limits and active NTM control
The dimensionless parameter range of the improved H-mode is demonstrated in Fig. 11 [85].
A dataset with all Type I ELMy H-modes stationary for more than 0.2 s, which may contain
improved H-modes, and all improved H-mode discharges, according to our recipes and
stationary for >0.5 s, are compared. On average improved H-modes achieve higher
confinement factors and higher βN compared to standard H-modes and allow to routinely
obtain higher performance than the ITER reference scenario. Improved H-mode discharges
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can be extended up to high divertor relevant densities, where the highest values of
<ne>/nGW=0.85 with good confinement are obtained in a high triangular plasma shape (δ=0.4).
Recent experiments have achieved <ne>=1.1 1020 m-3 at 1 MA (q95=4) with a moderately
peaked density profile and still temperatures of 3 keV in the center. Here the collisonality is a
factor of 10 above the ITER reference value. But the operation at lower densities documents
the reliable operation at ITER relevant ν* achieving the highest confinement factors.

Fig. 11: Confinement factor H98(y,2,)of improved and ELMy H-modes in terms of βN, line averaged
density norm. to Greenwald density (<ne>/nGW). and collisionality norm. to the ITER collisionality
(ν∗/ν∗ΙΤΕΡ)

Improved H-mode discharges can achieve high βN≈3 at all explored q95 values. The maximum
beta values are near to the no-wall limit βN=4li and are limited by a (2,1) NTM. The improved
H-modes at low q95<3.5 reach the highest βN values (up to 3.5) and often show fishbone
activity at high βN. But these discharges are prone to spontaneously develop large (3,2) NTM
modes above βN>2. A characteristic feature of the (3,2) mode at these q values is that the
impact on confinement is generally very pronounced, the H factor drops below 1 [56,85], in
contrast to (3,2) modes at higher q95. We attribute that to the fact that at lower q95 the (3,2)
rational surface is located further out in a zone of steeper pressure gradients. Applying active
control with dc ECCD and optimized narrow deposition in the island region the (3,2) mode
can be stabilized (see Fig 12) and the discharge enters into good improved H-mode conditions
with fishbone activity (indicated by the trace ´n=1 amplitude´ in Fig 12). Under these
conditions the kinetic energy recovers to H98(y,2)=1.15 and βN rises up to 2.6. Without ECCD the
(3,2) NTM stays and deteriorates the confinement and finally a (2,1) NTM develops [85].

FIG. 12. Stabilisation experiment of a (3,2) NTM by sweeping ECCD over the q=1.5 surface using a
mild Bt ramp with a narrow deposition profile (W/(2d)=0.6) in an improved H-mode at q95 = 2.9.
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8.5. Prospects for ITER operation
For the extrapolation to ITER the ASTRA
transport code is used to predict the fusion
performance from scaling the kinetic profiles
measured in AUG for both conventional type I
and improved H-modes [85]. The thermal beta
calculated from the kinetic profiles is about 0.8
- 0.9 βN. The plasma current in ITER is chosen
to match the q95 of the AUG discharges using
Bt=5.3 T and the ITER plasma shape. It varies
from 9 to 14 MA for q95=3.1-4.8. The density
profile shape is kept and its value adjusted to
<ne>/nGW=0.85. The shape of the temperature
profile in ITER (Te=Ti) was taken from the
AUG Ti profile for Te0<Tio and from the AUG
Te profile for Te,0>Ti,o. The scaling factor for
the T profiles is determined by the measured Fig. 13: Prediction of the fusion power in
βN,th≈0.8-0.9 βN, assuming that the same values ITER from scaling up kinetic profiles data
can be achieved in ITER at lower normalized from ASDEX Upgrade. Input power
Larmor radius and in agreement with first requirements (Paux) to sustain the βN in ITER
as obtained in ASDEX Upgrade for the IPB
scaling experiments done at AUG [75,76]. confinement scaling law.
Equal D and T densities are assumed, while the
impurity concentrations and Zeff≈1.65 are taken
from the ITER design. The ITER fusion powers resulting from the scaled kinetic profiles
range from 400 MW at Ip=9.4 MA (q95=4.8) to 1070 MW at 14.2 MA (q95=3.1) at βN=2.6-2.8
as shown in Fig. . The lower plasma current represents a hybrid operation with Q≤10 and
fBS≈0.4, whereas the higher current yields a fusion power in excess of 1 GW and Q=∞. Here
the pedestal density of 7 1019 m-3 and temperatures of 5.7 keV are within the ITER design
values.The estimated required input power depends on the confinement scaling law where
IPB98(y,2) is used here and the H98(y,2) values are taken from the AUG discharges. Due to the
strong beta degradation of this scaling some cases at higher βN would need additional power
in excess of the envisaged 83 MW especially for low currents and are indicated by open
circles in Fig. . GyroBohm [86] or the “Cordey” [87] scaling (both BtτE∼β0) are much more
optimistic for Paux and Q [85].
B

9. Summary and Outlook
The programme of AUG is mainly focussed on the development of consistent and integrated
high performance scenarios for ITER. Part of it is the development of control tools and
suitable actuators for stationary discharge scenarios, kinetic profiles and impurity content, as
well as MHD control and ELM and disruption mitigation.
Substantial progress was made with high relevance for ITER. Concerning NTM stabilisation
the ITER reference parameters should be obtainable using modulated ECCD injection phased
with the rotating island O-point and aiming at a small deposition. Our ECRF system is
presently upgraded in power (4 MW), pulse length (10 s) and deposition variability.
A central part of our effort is the development of the improved H-mode with its high potential
to guide ITER beyond its reference parameters. At full current (q95=3.1) a high fusion power
for improved H-mode discharges is predicted (Pfus=1070 MW). At lower Ip in ITER (9-11
MA), significant fusion power can still be achieved (Pfus ≥ 400 MW). Using the IPB98(y,2)
scaling, the auxiliary power requirements at high βN>2.5 and at Ip<11MA may exceed the
maximum Paux planned for ITER (83 MW). On AUG the operational range this mode of
tokamak operation is extending in collisionality, high edge density, q95 ranging from 3 to 5,
non-inductive current drive fractions above 50%, and operating with a high-Z first wall In
terms of the scenario recipe a flat central q-profile with q≈1 is favourable with clamping of
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the current profile provided by either fishbones (higher performance) or central high (m,n)
NTMs. Within the European discussion the improved H-mode is evolving as the reference for
the ‘conservative’ DEMO concept.
The tungsten wall programme is as important for DEMO as the erosion of low-Z material and
the destruction of graphite under neutron bombardment will be unacceptable there. The full W
coverage will give decisive answers for high-Z operation where sputtering due to the ICRH
accelerated impurity ions at the antenna limiters remain a problem. Therefore, AUG plays an
essential role in the design of ITER and preparation of ITER operation, and its role in the
preparation of the DEMO concept is growing.
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